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Cleardata Receives ISO27001 Accreditation
Cleardata has been awarded BSI’s ISO27001 accreditation – the highest accreditation for Information
Security Management Systems.
As a comprehensive provider of document management solutions, Cleardata helps companies of all
types keep their records and information secure, while lowering costs and freeing up space. The award
from the BSI shows that information security is central to everything that Cleardata do.
Document scanning, secure archive storage and online document management solutions, together with
intelligent data capture are all provided by Cleardata.
The accreditation will provide further reassurance to clients who use Cleardata’s document scanning
services. For businesses and organisations within finance, the NHS and other healthcare establishments,
public and IT sectors, Cleardata’s ability to ensure data is secure is of the highest importance.
The ISO27001 accreditation demonstrates Cleardata’s capacity for handling documents using Information
Security Management Systems. It also demonstrates that the company has implemented the required
processes in its operation, monitoring, maintenance and improvement procedures.
Managing Director of Cleardata, Dave Bryce, said: “This accreditation gives our customers absolute
confidence that our business will protect their data to the highest standards and the knowledge that this is
audited by an independent body. The use of BSI, a brand that is synonymous with British Standards was
an important factor in the choice of our auditors.
With many high profile examples and incidents in the media, our clients are becoming ever more careful
of their choice of supplier, with security and quality upper most in their minds. This complements our
ISO9001 quality management award.”
Andrew Morris, EMEA Business Development Director said “BSI is delighted that Cleardata has chosen
to add certification to the Information Security standard to its existing quality certificate. In doing so they
have not only met best practice in the security of their information and that of their clients, but they are
now able to prove to their clients that they are dealing with an supplier that meets the very highest of
standards.”

Interested parties can contact Cleardata on 0800 046 8088 or visit

www.Ukdocumentscanningservices.com
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